
Toni Bou even further in front after his triumph in Andorra
 
The expectations were met and Toni Bou (Repsol Montesa) obtained his fifth victory of the season. This 
time, it was the Andorran Motorcycle Trials Gran Prix, which took place in Sant Julià de Lòria. With this tri-
umph, Bou secures his first position in the provisional classification of the championship, half way into the 
season after the Andorran event, and moves forward in his will to achieve his fifth world champion’s title. 
 
The course prepared by the Andorran Motorcycle Federation demanded a high level of concentra-
tion and effort from the riders, in order for them to get through the sections without penalties. Further-
more, the high temperatures and the altitude tested the endurance and performance of the riders. 
 
In the first lap of the circuit, formed by 15 skill sections, Toni Bou excelled in all of them and managed to 
earn a score of only 5, 8 points in front of his teammate Takahisha Fujinami (Repsol Montesa). These riders 
together with Adam Raga (Gas Gas) and Albert Cabestany (Sherco) formed the leader group, which let behind 
the rest of the riders, amongst whom was Jeroni Fajardo (Ossa), on seventh place half way into the event. 
 
The second lap brought no changes in the classification and Bou remained unreachable. Moreo-
ver, Fujinami’s great riding allowed Bou to be even further in front of Raga and Cabestany -third and 
fourth respectively in Andorra- in the championship’s provisional classification. Fajardo was the only 
rider who managed to improve, reaching sixth place right behind British rider James Dabill (Beta). 
 
In the junior category, the winner was French rider Alexandre Ferrer (Sherco), a big surprise for 
Alfredo Gómez (RFME Montesa) and Pol Tarrés (Gas Gas), whilst the winner of yesterday’s Euro-
pean race, Francesc Moret (RFME Montesa), only managed to be fourth. Ferrer won thanks to 
an excellent second lap where he improved his own result whilst his opponents increased their 
scores. In the provisional classification, Alfredo Gómez remains in a comfortable leader position 
in front of Francesc Moret. In the Youth Cup category, British rider Jack Sheppard (Beta) imposed 
his riding, obtained the best score and was first in front of French rider Cedric Tempier (Sherco). 

Classification Andorran Motorcycle Trials Gran Prix - World Championship.


